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Elected member webinar 9 August 2021 – questions and answers 
 
This document features questions asked during the three waters webinar for all elected members on 
9 August 2021. It includes all questions that were not answered live. To see questions that were 
answered live, view the webinar recording: 

 Meeting Recording: 

 https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-
l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-
mZ 

 Access Passcode: 25962818 

 

Consultation 
 
Q. How long do local authorities have to consult with their community? 

 Formal consultation is not required in the 8-week review period. This is because the 
proposal from the Government hasn’t been finalised, and the review period is intended as a 
time for you to investigate the reforms, assess the potential impact on your council and 
suggest ways it might be strengthened. Only once the reforms are more finalised will 
consultation obligations be triggered.  

 
Q. What is the advice regarding consultation on this "significant" decision? 

 At the moment we’re in an eight-week period that gives you space to understand the 
proposal and how it affects your council and your community. We’ve provided some written 
guidance to councils as to exactly what you need to do during this time, in terms of carrying 
out analysis to understand the potential impact of reform and consider ways through some 
of the outstanding issues. 

 The guidance also talks about consultation – specifically that this engagement period does 
not trigger the need for formal consultation.  

 You aren’t expected to make any formal decision on the reform during this period.  

 At the end of this period, we will take all the feedback to the Government, including 
refinements and policies and suggestions to strengthen the model. At that stage, the 
Government will consider refinements to the reform proposals and take a decision on next 
steps in the reform pathway. 

 
Q. I’m concerned that our communities are feeling left behind with this delay before engaging with 
our communities. Do you have any thoughts on that? 

 We’re really aware of the importance of community engagement and councils’ taking their 
lead from communities – and we know some of you are talking to your communities about 
the reforms in your usual engagement. 

 The purpose of this 8 weeks is to understand the model – and how it can be strengthened. 
It’s not a decision-making period. So it doesn’t trigger formal consultation. 

 We’ve heard that you’re getting feedback from your communities, about wanting more info 
and being included – and we’re passing this on to the Government via DIA.  

 We’ve produced an A3 summarising the reforms that may help when you are asked 
questions by your community.  

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://www.lgnz.co.nz/assets/Three-Waters-101-Infographic.pdf
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 There is also a substantial amount of information available on DIA’s Three waters website, 
including an A3 focused on the proposed model. 

 

Costs and efficiencies 
 
Q. How can the statement “up to 9,300 additional jobs could be created and an increase of up to $23 
billion in GDP over 30 years” be consistent with the comment that savings of up to $1,370 per 
household per annum can be achieved. Logic would suggest that costs must be passed on to 
consumers; some observers are already suggesting that consumers will be facing increased water 
charges of up to $1,600 P/A if the Three Waters Proposal goes ahead. 

 One of the drivers behind reform is that it will increase efficiency and reduce costs, largely 
through the introduction of economic regulation but also through other efficiencies that 
come with scale. This is highlighted in the economic analysis released in June. 

 If you want to hear more real word examples of this, listen to our Q&A with experts from 
Beca and Farrierswier, who peer reviewed the WICS work. They talk specifically about how 
procurement will change and the effect this will have on the market, including ability to 
provide better service to remote communities. This recording is part of an ongoing series of 
discussions between Mayors/Chairs/CEs. 

o Meeting Recording link: 

o https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-
l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13y
G_a-uk-mZ  

o Access Passcode: 25962818 

 
Q. How can it be more efficient if an extra 5000 to 8000 people are employed to make an extra layer 
of paper pushers? 

 The economic analysis sets this out in detail. Those jobs are in water services and associated 
parts of the economy, not administration. 

 
Q. Simple question. Dashboard shows water rates across all in Entity 2 would be $1220. Matamata-
Piako water rates are $1122.11. So, is Mahuta telling porkies when she says Reform will be more 
cost effective? 

 The WICS modelling is based on data provided by councils as part of the RFI process. The 
numbers matter less than the point that without reform, costs will be significantly higher, 
because reform will create efficiencies and change the procurement market.  

 To this particular point, $1,220 is the average cost of providing three waters services in 
Matamata Piako in 2051 – not today. This $1,220 figure is the modelled cost if the reform 
goes ahead, for a service that meets community expectations and quality requirements. If 
reform does not go head, modelled costs in 2051 are $4,970.  

 
Q. Can the water entity board set its own pricing across the region, where cost of water for example 
varies from metros to rural? We presumed that there would be a single price and cross subsidisation 
and this may not be the case if the entity board has that option. 

 Like it is now, price setting will be a question for governance.  

 Under the proposal, water service entity will have to engage in a meaningful and effective 
manner with their consumers and communities on funding and pricing. This is a specific 
requirement. 

https://www.dia.govt.nz/Three-Waters-Reform-Programme
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/three-waters-reform-programme-overview-a3-30-june-2021.pdf
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/wics-final-report-economic-analysis-of-water-services-aggregation.pdf
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://localgovnz.sharepoint.com/sites/3watersprojectteam/Shared%20Documents/General/FAQs/Deloitte%20report%20–%20Industry%20Development%20Study%20&%20Economic%20Impact%20Assessment%20–%202%20June%202021
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 Similarly, economic regulation will ensure water services entities deliver against customer 
service quality and price expectations in an effective and efficient manner. This will involve 
significantly improved monitoring and performance incentives compared to the status quo.  

 The key thing will be ensuring the governance model includes the right mechanisms to allow 
community feedback. This is something we’re actively asking for feedback on at the 
moment. For example, should there be a water ombudsman? The Government is proposing 
several other means to provide strong guiding principles to the entities, for example a policy 
statement. In addition to the Representative Group which will act on behalf of communities, 
each entity will be required to engage with communities in a meaningful and effective 
manner on key documents. 

 
Q. I am concerned that the debt level for the country will come to such a level that the govt will then 
restrict [sic]. 

 The debt being taken on by the Water Service Entities will be reflected on their balance 
sheets, and is separate from the Government’s debt. There is a Crown underwrite of these 
entities, but the Government’s borrowing won’t affect these entities.  

 According to DIA, initial analysis shows that with balance sheet separation and appropriate 
credit worthiness, water entities can achieve higher leverage ratios than councils, creating 
additional debt capacity following reform of $4b-$8b over the 2021 to 2031 period. Read 
more in this report. 
 

Q. Is the new entity going to be funded 100% from user fees? 
Q. Where is the funding coming from? 

 Like now, the entity will fund its operations from a combination of user payments and 
borrowing. The key thing is that entities will have larger borrowing capacity to fund the 
necessary investments. They will also have more strategic procurement and investment 
plans. This means they would invest at the most efficient point in an asset’s life, generating 
cost savings.  

Q. Do you see water metres be installed in every home as we don’t have these in our area yet? 

 Decisions on whether to install water meters will be made by the entity in the same way that 
councils make those decisions now. The entities will have charging tools, as councils do now. 
But what they use will be subject to consultation with their communities/consumers. That’s 
why those mechanisms for the community to feed into their direction and decision making 
are so important.  

 The current proposals include requirements on the water service entity to engage in a 
meaningful and effective manner with their consumers and communities on the preparation 
of the investment prioritisation methodology, the asset management plan, and the funding 
and pricing plan. The entity will be required to take any feedback received into account. It 
will also have to publish the final documents, along with a report outlining how the feedback 
was incorporated into its decision making. 

 

  

https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/transforming-the-system-for-delivering-three-waters-services-the-case-for-change-and-summary-of-proposals-30-june-2021.pdf
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Large entities and small communities 
 
Q. Large entities dealing with large entities. How will our local businesses and contractors react to 
that news?! 

 In our Q&A for Mayors and CEs with Beca and Farrierswier, who peer reviewed the WICS 
modelling, this was extensively canvassed. Beca’s Garry Macdonald made the point that 
contractors find the workflow in the three waters space problematic at the moment – that 
they want more consistency and certainty over time. Larger entities with planned work 
programmes would make a significant difference to contractor relationships and their ability 
to plan and invest for work long term, including being able to invest in new technology.  

o Meeting Recording link: 

o https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-
l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13y
G_a-uk-mZ  

o Access Passcode: 25962818 

 
Q. Staff stay local just as happened in the Ministry of works!! 

 At the moment, councils are finding it challenging to retain water staff – and many people 
working in the sector are nearing retirement. Larger entities will potentially provide more 
attractive, specialised career paths. This is a view expressed by engineers – see the link in 
the question above. 

 The Government has committed the staff working on water will retain their salary, 
conditions and location at the time of transfer across to the new water entities. This is a 
clear commitment that was announced at the LGNZ conference. 

 
Q. So, when talking about dealing with large entities for contracting to gain efficiencies - are you 
talking about Fletchers being a good example? 

 You could focus on that, or you could focus on the efficiencies Watercare has achieved 
through its procurement practices. This is a much more analogous example to the situation a 
water entity would be in. 

 

Decision making and opting out 
 
Q. How will the opt-out part of this proposal work with councils which have provisions in their 
standing orders to have public referendums on any change in responsibility for their water 
infrastructure? Especially when councils signed up last year on the basis of it just being for the data 
gathering for developing the business case, with any additional decisions to be made down the track 
via councils undertaking consultation with their communities. 

 Everyone’s asking what’s happening next, in terms of decision making – what will happen in 
October? What we know is the Minister, who spent a lot of time at Conference engaging 
with the sector, is genuine about seeking your feedback. She’s clear that no decisions have 
been made yet. She wants the sector to spend this time really interrogating this proposal 
and how it might work and making suggestions about how this model can be improved.  

 Our understanding is that following this 8-week engagement, the Government will take 
decisions on the next steps in the reform pathway.  

 
 

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
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Q. So, do we still support the right of local authorities to opt out? 

 We are clear what our position is, as reflected in the motion passed at the AGM in July, 
which did not support the reforms being made mandatory and acknowledged that individual 
councils remain able to express their own views on the reforms and make their own 
decisions. 

 
Q. Does LGNZ see this becoming mandatory?   

 That is out of our hands.  

 Our focus is on making sure that the sector understands and has the chance to input into 
this model so that it is as good as it can be within the parameters that make the model work 
(eg, scale and debt separation), whatever happens next. What we know is that at the end of 
this 8-week period, the Government will consider next steps, including the decision making 
and consultation process.  

 
Q. At what point in this exercise is the Government likely to remove the choice element? 
Q. There is a certain indignance coming through in the questions (“who do they think they are”; 
“they are our assets” etc). This is a NZ Inc. proposal - it has to be. So, at what point do you think the 
govt will actually rip the band aide off the choice element, and simply compel us all down this reform 
route? 
Q. If BAU is not an option, then this is being mandated as we only have one option to consider? Isn't 
that the issue? 

 A lot of work has gone into the proposal on the table right now.  

 Over a year ago, LGNZ’s National Council agreed that the status quo of three waters service 
delivery was unsustainable.  

 We agreed to work with the Government on a preferred model – to bring the perspective 
from our communities, and to ensure the policy proposal worked within the broader local 
government “operating” system and was fit for New Zealand.  

 This led to the creation of a Joint Steering Group in mid-2020. This group has provided 
feedback on the Government’s reform proposals, has shared the sector’s concerns with DIA 
and challenged and tested and shaped policy as it’s been developed.  

 The status quo will no longer exist when the Water Services Bill is enacted. If you’re thinking 
of opting out, what are you opting out to? How will you manage the new regulatory 
requirements and what is your plan for these? These are some of the questions you need to 
ask. 

 
Q. What does LGNZ think would happen if Auckland City and Northland indicate they do not want to 
engage with this reform plan? 

 In terms of a sizable council pulling out – that would significantly disrupt the model. It’s up 
to the Government to decide what to do if that happened.  

 
Q. This feels like an Aotearoa Inc. decision. In other words, it’s about what’s best for the whole 
country. The problem with that is that we sign declarations to promise to look after the best 
interests of our individual communities not the whole country. What are your thoughts on this? 

 Individual communities have significant potential gain from the proposal. At the moment, 
small contracts on ad hoc basis give contractors no incentive to invest in specialised plant, 
for example, especially outside cities.  
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 If you have a bigger programme of work, you get cheaper rates for pipes etc. The costs of 
managing consents can be shared, and you have a bigger voice with the regional council.  

 For smaller rural supplies, it’s expensive to comply with new standards. Managing 
compliance across a larger service area is of benefit. Adding smaller supplier also creates 
efficiencies in terms of asset management – in terms of knowing about the condition and 
performance of your assets. You’re more likely to do value-add items when it’s part of a 
larger system. 

 There is also potential for the supply chain to be reshaped, in communities favour. At the 
moment it can be difficult to get contractors to work in isolated rural area. At the moment, 
the supply chain has more market power than your average council. With four entities, the 
market power will switch around to the buyer. That is going to be a very attractive pipeline 
of work for contractors and they are going to be positioning themselves for this over the 
longer term. The water entities will have power, if they do it smart, to drive efficiencies from 
the contracting industry, and also to dictate where work needs to be done.  

 

Model and number of entities 
 
Q. Waka Kotahi assists in the management of all NZ roads and it works reasonably well. Why would 
one entity controlling 3 waters, not be more fit for purpose and cost effective than 4 separate 
entities? 

 DIA has published some detailed work on the case for change, including the number of 
entities, which you can read here. 

 In addition, the Department’s Regulatory Impact Analysis published on 30 June discusses the 
analysis of many reform options – see page 57 and 58 of this document. 
 

Q. Can you please justify the statement that "Scale is needed to cope with regulatory regimes"? How 
does that play out in the Food hygiene regulatory regime? 

 Up till now, there hasn’t been any economic regulation of water in New Zealand. Economic 
regulation makes sure consumers don’t pay too much when they have no choice of supplier. 
In other words, if there is a natural monopoly, economic regulation is used to protect 
consumers’ long-term interests. The economic regulator spreads best practice and carries 
out benchmarking to help boards of each water entity understand how their management 
team is performing, for example. This is more efficient when it has a sensible number of 
entities to work with. We understand MBIE is currently working on exactly how the 
economic regulator will work and is expected to undertake consultation on these proposals 
later this year. 

 Similarly, the quality regulator – Taumata Arowai – will work with each entity to ensure it is 
meeting current and future standards.  

 
Q. The cost of supplying water and processing wastewater differs from district to district, how can 
our ratepayers be assured they won't be subsidising other districts? 

 This model is built on cross-subsidisation – this is not something to be avoided but to be 
supported, if investments in infrastructure are to be made in those areas where the 
population is too small to afford it on their own. Part of having larger entities will be the 
ability to target spending where it’s needed, due to greater ability to fund (and borrow to 
fund) infrastructure. Because entities will have greater efficiencies that drive lower 
operating costs, it’s not comparing like with like, in terms of the status quo. 

 

https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/transforming-the-system-for-delivering-three-waters-services-the-case-for-change-and-summary-of-proposals-30-june-2021.pdf
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/regulatory-impact-analysis-decision-on-the-reform-of-three-waters-service-delivery-arrangement.pdf
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Q. Cross subsidisation doesn't happen in other infrastructure in NZ, what makes one think it will 
happen with water infrastructure? 

 Cross-subsidisation happens in many areas of the economy, including in the public and 
private sector, for example in roading, electricity and telecommunications. 

 All utilities have large pools of customers that collectively fund these services.  

 
Q. How can those of us older than Alex and Hamish have faith that the water reforms won’t go the 
same way as electricity went with privatisation and no more local depots which were phased out 
slowly but surely over the following decade? 

 Unlike electricity, there is no shareholding structure in this proposal.  

 The reform proposals combine a series of measures that together help safeguard against 
future privatisation, making water services more difficult to privatise than they are right 
now.  

 Key protections include:  

o requiring that any proposal for privatisation be: 

 endorsed by the Regional Representative Group by at least a 75 per cent 
majority (including by mana whenua representatives); and  

 put to public referendum that would also require 75 per cent or more votes 
in favour of the proposal for it to proceed, at which point it would go 
through the legislative and select committee processes, which would 
provide a further democratic protection. 

o legislative provisions specifying that local authorities that constitute each water 
services entity would be the owners of the entity;  

o no provision for financial recognition of ownership, including no shareholdings and a 
prohibition on dividends. This means divestment would be difficult without 
significant reconstitution of the entities and legislative change;  

o statutory restrictions on sale or transfer of material, strategic water assets, similar to 
the current approach in the Local Government Act 2002, which prevents local 
authorities from selling or disposing of strategic assets or the infrastructure 
necessary for providing water services; and  

o a robust regulatory environment that includes Taumata Arowai, regional councils, an 
economic regulator, and probable consumer forum. These regulatory mechanisms 
would be unattractive in a private sphere. 

 The Government is also seeking input on whether those mechanisms are sufficient and/or 
what others could be provided. Please let us know your thoughts on this.  

 
Q. Given Jason’s comments about opt in/opt out, one of the problems is that we have only been 
provided with two choices. How can we either modify the WICS option to deliver on growth and 
community outcomes at a smaller governance scale, or formulate a shared service arrangement that 
realises the management, regulatory, staffing and procurement benefits? 

 WICS modelled 30 unique scenarios, ranging from a 2-entity model to a 13-entity scenario 
(similar to the regional council boundaries). This has been released in their series of reports.  

 For a summary of this modelling see page 52 onwards of the WICS final report. There is 
more detail on each of these models in WICS supporting material Part 3 – costs and benefits 
of reform – 2 June 2021  

https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dia.govt.nz%2Fdiawebsite.nsf%2FFiles%2FThree-waters-reform-programme%2F%24file%2Fwics-supporting-material-3-costs-and-benefits-of-reform.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CJosephine.Clarke%40dia.govt.nz%7C9b149913448b4ec14b7a08d95bbe6c31%7Cf659ca5cfc474e96b24d14c95df13acb%7C0%7C0%7C637641695707967336%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=yavVExUIbgtyHzon8a2I0UoBDltrZ0Tx6%2FYvWZY20Oo%3D&reserved=0
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dia.govt.nz%2Fdiawebsite.nsf%2FFiles%2FThree-waters-reform-programme%2F%24file%2Fwics-supporting-material-3-costs-and-benefits-of-reform.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CJosephine.Clarke%40dia.govt.nz%7C9b149913448b4ec14b7a08d95bbe6c31%7Cf659ca5cfc474e96b24d14c95df13acb%7C0%7C0%7C637641695707967336%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=yavVExUIbgtyHzon8a2I0UoBDltrZ0Tx6%2FYvWZY20Oo%3D&reserved=0
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 The WICS model has been extensively tested and peer reviewed – it’s worth reading those 
peer reviews (from Beca and Farrierswier) and also our zoom Q&A with their experts: 

o Meeting Recording link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-
l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13y
G_a-uk-mZ  

o Access Passcode: 25962818 

 The DIA 300 page Regulatory Impact Analysis further discusses the cases for change and 
options for the reforms.  

 We’re hosting workshops to help identify possible enhancements to the model to ensure 
local growth provisions and prioritisation can be incorporated. If you have ideas on how this 
could be achieved and would like to be part of those discussions, please email us at 
feedback@lgnz.co.nz. 

 
Q. At any stage has there been any thought given to a centralised levy system on all water use that 
could generate a treasure chest that could be applied to water assets in a similar manner to how the 
FAR (funding assistance rate) delivers fuel levies to subsidise the maintenance of local roading 
assets? 

 The DIA 300 page Regulatory Impact Analysis discusses this and other alternate funding 
options in detail – see page 65. 

 Putting more money into the existing system will not allow us to collectively fund the 
investment needed over the next 30 years, both in terms of correcting potential 
underinvestment and new investment required to respond to risks like climate change. 

 The challenge is that the model needs to change to create greater efficiencies in terms of 
delivery – as well as better career paths and ability to retain skilled staff. This has been 
elaborated on in some of the other answers above.  

 There has been a huge amount of work and testing done on this model – with many reports 
available on the DIA website. The Three Waters Steering Committee has been part of testing 
and prodding that policy as it’s been developed – and it has changed and evolved as a result.  

 
Q. What other models have been considered? 

 Appendix 1 of this report (page 40 onwards) runs through some of the alternatives that have 
been canvassed. 

 
Q. The Local Government Funding Agency has said they believe rating agencies will rate water 
entities worse than councils - does LGNZ have any views on this and what its impacts may be on the 
funding plans and costs outlined in the proposal? 

 We’ve asked DIA about this and they said prior comments from the LGFA around potential 
credit ratings (and possible borrowing costs) of the proposed water services entities were 
made ahead of knowledge of the entity structure and outcome of the rating work DIA 
officials undertook with Standard & Poor’s.  

 Some of the sorts of benefits from scale anticipated under the reform are similar to the 
aggregation benefits from the LGFA model. 

 The work DIA has undertaken with S&P indicates that the proposed entities will likely have a 
credit rating similar to that of councils and the LGFA at AA+, meaning they should achieve a 
competitive cost of capital. We note that the LGFA’s foreign currency rating is also AA+. 

https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/beca-report-dia-three-waters-reform-wics-modelling-phase-2.pdf
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/farrierswier-three-waters-reform-programme-review-of-wics-methodology-and-assumptions-underpinning-economic-analysis-of-aggregation-released-june-2021.pdf
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/regulatory-impact-analysis-decision-on-the-reform-of-three-waters-service-delivery-arrangement.pdf
mailto:feedback@lgnz.co.nz
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/regulatory-impact-analysis-decision-on-the-reform-of-three-waters-service-delivery-arrangement.pdf
https://www.dia.govt.nz/Three-Waters-Reform-Programme
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/transforming-the-system-for-delivering-three-waters-services-the-case-for-change-and-summary-of-proposals-30-june-2021.pdf
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 S&P findings on the models are available here: Rating Evaluation Service (RES) Letter - Three 
Waters Reform Programme  

 

Quality and regulation 
 
Q. Can our country afford such a high standard of water? 

 We need to be clear about what we’re taking about when we raise the issue of standards. 
When it comes to drinking water and wastewater, it is about policing existing standards, not 
introducing new ones. These are set down by international best practice as to what is safe 
(drinking water) and what was agreed as part of the consent process (wastewater). 
Stormwater is a new policy area, and the Government is working carefully with councils to 
see what is appropriate. 

 
Q. Will the proposed 4 entities be legislated under the existing Regional Councils or will Taumata 
Arowai overrule existing Regional Councils? 

 The regulatory environment will include both Taumata Arowai and the regional councils. 
There’s a helpful chart of this covering each of the three waters at the bottom of this page 
on the Taumata Arowai website. 

 
Q. What are the new regulations? We don’t know at the moment. 

 We know what the existing regulations are – and that they are not being enforced or 
necessarily complied with (in the case of drinking water). We can assume that, given 
community demand for safe drinking water, clean rivers and harbours, for example, 
standards will increase. 

 
Q. Regarding the new gold plated standards, there must be a time frame for even an Entity to 
achieve these before enforcement of massive penalties is incurred. Can we please get an idea of that 
time frame so local councils can determine if we can also achieve this in that prescribed time frame? 
(I.e. these standards will not be reached 'overnight' as soon as an Entity is formed). 

 We have drinking water standards now – it’s just that they have not been enforced nor 
necessarily complied with. 

 The Water Services Bill, which is currently at Select Committee stage, will determine the 
timeframes and process for implementing changes to the regulatory system. 

 
Q. Where will the economic regulator sit in 10 years time when we have to call China or Russia to get 
our local water fixed? 

 That’s certainly an interesting conclusion to draw from the current proposal. This report 
includes a section around the protections against privatisation (on p26), which might be 
helpful.  

 

Governance and accountability 
 
Q. How will the entities be genuinely accountable under the current proposed structure? You'll have 
upwards of 15-20 councils competing for a handful of spots on the representative panel, which then 
appoints an independent selection panel that appoints the governance board. That's at least an 
additional couple of steps removed from the type of direct accountability to residents that currently 
exists.  

https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/rating-evaluation-service-res-letter-three-waters-reform-programme.pdf
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/rating-evaluation-service-res-letter-three-waters-reform-programme.pdf
https://www.taumataarowai.govt.nz/about/
https://www.taumataarowai.govt.nz/about/
https://www.parliament.nz/en/pb/bills-and-laws/bills-proposed-laws/document/BILL_99655/water-services-bill
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/transforming-the-system-for-delivering-three-waters-services-the-case-for-change-and-summary-of-proposals-30-june-2021.pdf
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Q. Why are there not some options for Councils to have more representation on the Water Entities 
included in the Models, so we know what they look like to ensure local accountability? 
Q. Can the Governance Board veto decisions made by the Entity Board? 
Q. Please explain the proposed ownership structure of the new waters entities? 
Q. Even if Local Government remains the owner, they will have NO say. 
Governance and how it works is something we’re actively seeking feedback on during this 8-week 
period. If you’re interested in being part of our workshop around developing alternative solutions, 
please let us know via feedback@lgnz.co.nz.  

 Ownership and governance arrangements are described in pages 24-26 of this document. 

 The local authority ownership mechanism is a bespoke model. It was specially designed to 
deliver on the three waters reform objectives. 

 The entity structure was designed to: 

o maintain and protect public ownership of water assets;  

o ensure strong protection against privatisation;  

o provide for strong and transparent oversight, governance and accountability 
through various mechanisms, importantly via the joint oversight of water services 
entities between local authorities and iwi/Māori; and 

o achieve balance sheet separation.  

 There is no other entity structure that exists in New Zealand at the moment that would 
provide water services entities with the features required. These include the capability and 
capacity to deliver on the reform objectives and provide water services in the way 
contemplated by the reform programme.  

 Given the public nature of the underlying water assets, local authorities will be listed in the 
establishing legislation as owners of the relevant water services entity, on behalf of their 
communities. Providing local authorities with collective ownership of the proposed entities 
is critical. This ensures that community ownership of water services is retained and 
recognises the important role of the community interest in water services delivery.  

 However, this is not ownership in the traditional company sense, in terms of having a 
shareholding. Ownership under the proposed model does not reflect the concept of 
shareholder title and differs from the traditional concept of ownership in two key respects – 
corporate structure and governance. 

 Councils will play key roles in the oversight of water services entities via the regional 
representative group. This means the appointments process and strategic direction. In terms 
of the appointments process, council representatives will act collectively with mana whenua 
representatives as a regional representative group. This group will appoint (and remove) and 
monitor an Independent Selection Panel. This Panel in turn appoints and monitors the 
Board. In terms of strategic direction, the group will provide the entity with a Statement of 
Strategic and Performance Expectations that will influence the Statement of Intent that the 
water entity produces. 

 
Q. Do(es) LGNZ have an opinion on Iwi joint governance and power of veto? Where does this 
improve cost and efficiency? 
Q. Broad representation on the Governance Committee will be complicated by allocating half the 
spaces available to iwi. Why are iwi given rights of Governance over assets funded and owned by 
ratepayers? 

 We’re concerned that there are elements of racism playing into this conversation and 
fuelling the circulation of misinformation. 

mailto:feedback@lgnz.co.nz
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/transforming-the-system-for-delivering-three-waters-services-the-case-for-change-and-summary-of-proposals-30-june-2021.pdf
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 The way in which the proposal protects Māori rights and interests is set out in detail in this 
Cabinet paper. For example, it describes how a mana whenua representative group will have 
the same rights and mechanisms as territorial authorities to influence the boards of the new 
water services entities.  

 However, this is not “a power of veto”. We suggest you read the Cabinet paper to get a full 
and accurate sense of the proposal and how it responds to Te Tiriti obligations.  

 
Q. What happens if these assets are privatised, do the residents still own them? 

 There are protections against privatisation built into the proposal that are discussed above 
(see also page 26 of this document). 

 We know the spectre of privatisation is a concern in the community, and this is one of the 
areas we are workshopping during these 8 weeks, to understand if there are other ways the 
proposal can be strengthened to address those concerns. If you’re interested in being part of 
our workshop around developing alternative solutions, please let us know by via 
feedback@lgnz.co.nz. 

 
Q. The more I hear and the more I see this is appearing to be a done deal, including the continuation 
of the ads on TV. Hamish stated [in the webinar] the govt could legislate this anyway. The rate 
payers own the assets, it would be a pretty bold move to compulsorily acquire our assets. If the 
decision has already been made, we need to see the cards on the table. We are struggling to 
communicate with our communities who are expecting answers with this current approach.... 

 Some of these points have been addressed in other sections – but in terms of ownership, the 
Government is very clear that the assets remain publicly owned, as they are now. There is no 
shareholder structure. See also the answer above. 

 
Q. CCO’s tend to be so distant from ratepayers that locals do not have any influence. No control of 
decisions or costs. 

 The proposed model is not a CCO and that is one reason why. 

 
Q. What mechanism exists to prevent government from changing the legislated appointment 
process and acquiring it themselves? 

 Parliamentary sovereignty means that subsequent parliaments can alter decisions of past 
governments. This is a foundation of New Zealand’s parliament. It applies equally to the 
status quo. 

 

Consultation with iwi 
 
Q. Have iwi been consulted on the proposals already? A comment made by DIA was that councils 
were seen as the best avenue to consult with them. Do you have any feedback from iwi on the size 
of the 4 water entities proposed? 
Q. I don't see a lot of info coming through in regards to Maori/iwi discussion input. Rivers etc are a 
huge part of their culture. 

 We have asked DIA about consultation with iwi and they assure us this is happening in 
parallel with consultation with councils, coordinated by DIA. Please feel free to feed any 
concerns back to DIA. We will ask them to provide a fuller update and will come back to you 
on this. 

 

https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/cabinet-paper-three-and-minute-protecting-and-promoting-iwi-maori-rights-and-interests-30-june-2021.pdf
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/cabinet-paper-three-and-minute-protecting-and-promoting-iwi-maori-rights-and-interests-30-june-2021.pdf
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/transforming-the-system-for-delivering-three-waters-services-the-case-for-change-and-summary-of-proposals-30-june-2021.pdf
mailto:feedback@lgnz.co.nz
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Stranded overheads 
 
Q. For what length of time are the stranded overheads funded? 

 The support package includes $250m to support councils to manage stranded costs.  

 This represents a nationwide estimate of two years of unavoidable stranded costs for 
councils, with two years considered to be a reasonable period for these costs to be 
managed.  

 Further information can be found in the Heads of Agreement between the Crown and LGNZ 
(see schedule 2). 

  

8-week period 
 
Q. It is nearly a month in the 8-week info period, why then is my council not telling us any detail? 

 Councils are working their way through a lot of information – and we are (at the time of 
sending this) only 10 days into the 8-week period, which began on 2 August and runs till 1 
October.  

 If there is information that you need that we can help with, please let us know via 
feedback@lgnz.co.nz. We can also point you to the right information on the DIA website.  

 We’ve offered to help councils understand the impact of the proposed reforms with 
technical support, as well as in-person discussions with elected members who’ve been part 
of the Steering Committee and understand the proposals intimately. Contact us via 
feedback@lgnz.co.nz if you would like assistance. 

 

Castalia reports 
 
Q. The Castalia reports raised concerns on the valuations of council assets and forecasts of future 
investment needed. These concerns remain valid. Is there any further work planned to look into 
this? It is very important as the magnitude of the shortfall and forecast additional investment is 
being used as a powerful lever to opt into the reform proposals. 
Q. The Castalia reports question the appropriateness of the approach taken with the size of the 
proposed water entities, of around 800,000 citizens. It could easily be too large for the NZ context to 
be well run and efficient. Is any more analysis going to be done on this size question? 

 We found the reports very useful as we assessed and challenged the model put forward by 
the Government. They were produced a year ago – and the model has changed and 
advanced significantly since then.  

 These were key things we learned from the reports (which have been actioned in the 
analysis and proposals refined over the past year): 

o Access to scale benefits was critical – but there were limits to these benefits. 

o Economic regulation was essential. (Economic regulation requires entities of scale to 
be viable.) 

o Entities needed the ability to raise significant debt capital to be viable – and we 
needed assurance from credit agencies on balance sheet separation.  

 This led to shadow rating assessments from Standard&Poors that verified 
financial aspects of the model and balance sheet separation arrangements.  

o The WICS modelling needed to be independently tested and calibrated to New 
Zealand’s economic settings.  

https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/heads-of-agreement-partnering-commitment-to-support-three-waters-service-delivery-reform.pdf
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/heads-of-agreement-partnering-commitment-to-support-three-waters-service-delivery-reform.pdf
mailto:feedback@lgnz.co.nz
mailto:feedback@lgnz.co.nz
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 This led to the Farrierswier and Beca reviews.  

 The reports led to robust discussion at the Steering Committee and with DIA. 

 These reports, as well as the data gathered in partnership with councils as part of the RFI 
process, were used to develop the WICS Phase 2 report. 

 If you would like to hear more discussion about these reports, please watch our recording of 
this meeting, which featured guests from Farrierswier and Beca, as well as elected leaders 
responding to questions about them. 

o Meeting Recording link: 

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-
l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13y
G_a-uk-mZ  

o Access Passcode: 25962818 

 

Private water supplies 
 
Q. Private water supplies and marae water supplies, how are they affected? 

 There are a range of private supply arrangements in rural and remote areas. Some non-
council owned drinking water suppliers, including marae, face acute affordability challenges. 
However, this reform is focused on council-owned water supplies and will not reform private 
supplies.  

 We have had questions raised about where responsibilities would fall for private water 
schemes should they fail or need support, after the Water Services Bill is introduced. Should 
the reforms proceed, any obligations that sit with councils currently would transfer to the 
new entities as the supplier of last resort.  

 DIA is also considering what additional arrangements might need to be put in place for the 
new entities to work with private schemes that require/ask for assistance.  

  
Q. $2.5bn package is all very well for councils, how are private water schemes (marae etc) 
compensated? 

 This reform is focused on council-owned water supplies and will not reform private supplies.  

 However, private suppliers will be expected to provide safe drinking water under the Water 
Services Bill and be regulated by Taumata Arowai. DIA is working with Taumata Arowai, Te 
Puni Kōkiri and some small suppliers to understand what support they will need to meet 
drinking water standards under the Water Services Bill. This includes how best to utilise the 
$30 million allocated in Budget 2020 to support small private supplies (such as low-cost end 
point treatment options).  

 DIA is also considering what additional arrangements might need to be put in place for the 
new entities to work with private schemes that require/ask for assistance.  

 

Agreement between LGNZ and the Government 
 
Q. Is the relationship agreement between LGNZ and the govt able to be shared with its members? 

 Yes and you can find it here. It was published during the Conference. 

 
  

https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://us02web.zoom.us/rec/share/-l4_fya2p3E4SBKbQfo7mGgV2rxMqhUUTes55bt2IfUtes_GF9ctlqE4od9B1fcZ.4AsK13yG_a-uk-mZ
https://www.dia.govt.nz/diawebsite.nsf/Files/Three-waters-reform-programme/$file/heads-of-agreement-partnering-commitment-to-support-three-waters-service-delivery-reform.pdf
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Better off and no worse off provisions 
 
Q. In terms of CG funding, is there any provision in the various allocations to compensate Councils 
for lost asset value transferred? Haven't seen anything beyond writing off the debt... 

 The assets aren’t being sold – they will be transferred to the new entities that will be 
collectively owned by councils, on behalf of the communities that receive these services.  

 The $2.5+ billion package announced at Conference seeks to ensure no council is worse off 
and every community is better off. This package is the result of many detailed conversations 
over hundreds of hours, to get the best possible deal on the table for the sector. 

 The “better off” part of the package will help councils maintain momentum as they 
transition out of delivering three waters services and focus their strategy and operations on 
improving community wellbeing outcomes.  

 The “no worse off” part of the package includes targeted support so that no councils are 
financially worse off when they transfer their assets. This is designed to protect communities 
from any negative financial consequences of councils losing their water services role. 

 

Next steps and timeframes 
 
Q. If zone two was 70% in favour of the proposal, can I suggest that a trial of the system be 
undertaken in that area? This will inform the rest of the country of the value of the reforms. 

 Some areas have expressed a desire to see the entities stood up faster than proposed – DIA 
will work with councils and establishing entities through transition on what might be 
possible. 

 
Q. If the case for change is accepted, would we not be better to wait for the local govt review? 
Setting up a national structure in advance of that may prevent some future options. 

 In an ideal world we would have done the Future for Local Government work before water 
reform for the reasons you suggest. However, water reforms have been on the table for 
years, and the Havelock North drinking water outbreak created an urgency in this. 

 LGNZ pushed hard for the FFLG programme to be on the table at the same time and the 
terms of reference to be clear about the value of local government to the well-beings of our 
communities. 

 The Heads of Agreement signed by LGNZ and DIA also has a direct commitment from 
government that local government be a partner/co-designer in the work that emerges from 
Panel’s review. 

 
Q. Most councils appear very concerned at the rushed timeframes – this is a very important decision 
if we get it wrong. It changes the service delivery model that has been established over decades / 
centuries. We already have reputable companies like Castalia, stating the assertions being made by 
DIA are implausible. Should the LGNZ ask for the timeframes to be shifted to ensure all future 
models can be assessed and determined? 

 For people working in this space, certainty is needed. We are already hearing about the 
stress this uncertainty is putting on council staff and water industry contractors.  

 The Government’s proposed timeframes align with the local government long-term planning 
cycle. Should the reforms proceed, there will be a three-year transition process. This would 
include more opportunities to provide input on the proposals, including through the select 
committee process.  
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 The current proposal has had extensive input and testing from the local government sector, 
industry and iwi/Māori, including peer review through the Steering Committee, technical 
reference groups and three national series of council and iwi workshops over the last year. 
All of these reports are available on the DIA website. 

 
Q. You say local government is not in the driving seat of this reform and yet we are being asked by 
central government to handover our assets, then how do you suggest LGNZ gets in the driving seat 
on behalf of members? Yet to see any signs of this, you might at least be pushing for more time to 
make well considered decisions. 

 Yes, it’s the Government’s reform. But LGNZ (and Taituarā) have fought hard for their 
members through this entire process. Had we not been at the table, you would be looking at 
a very different scenario now. This would potentially mean reforms with a model that we 
wouldn’t have had any input into, a much less significant financial package, no commitments 
to the future of local government, and even less time than we have now to consider the 
package. We have secured these on behalf of the sector, whatever the Government decides 
to do on the reform. 

 But it’s also important to realise that LGNZ and the sector has been asking for water reform 
for many, many years. 

 And over a year ago, when reform was on the table again, National Council agreed that the 
status quo of three waters service delivery was unsustainable. We therefore agreed to work 
with the Government on a preferred model that included the perspective we bring from our 
communities, and to ensure the policy proposal worked within the broader local 
government “operating” system.  

 The Joint Steering Group was created in mid-2020 to provide feedback on the Government’s 
reform proposals. It has shared the sector’s concerns with DIA and challenged and tested 
policy as it’s been developed. This has significantly influenced the shape of the reform. 

 As well as the Steering Committee, local government involvement in technical reference 
groups and national workshops has strongly influenced the design of the reform proposals.  

 Our advocacy ensured that:  

o the economic modelling was independently calibrated for the New Zealand context; 

o the Government commissioned an independent review of the methodology used in 
the modelling (which we encouraged and reviewed as a critical voice); and 

o the model is as good as possible.  

 From a policy perspective, this gives us confidence that the proposed model will deliver 
benefits for New Zealand in a way that is aligned with local needs. 

 At the same time, we have increasingly heard that Ministers want to work in partnership 
with our sector because the value us. They have committed to doing so and LGNZ has made 
the same commitments, as part of the package announced at Conference.  

 As part of that negotiation, LGNZ successfully asked for this 8-week period to allow councils 
to gain a better understanding of the proposal and the potential impacts it might have on 
them. No decisions will be made until the end of this period. 

 
  

https://www.dia.govt.nz/Three-Waters-Reform-Programme
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Steering committee 
 
Q. Did you have a technical capability on the steering committee? 

 The Steering Committee was made up of representatives from around the sector (including 
elected members and experienced executives, some of whom were ex-engineers) and 
brought in specific technical and expert advice as needed. 

 
Q. What was the selection criteria for participation on the Steering Committee? 

 The Independent Chair of the Steering Committee, Brian Hanna, was appointed by the 
Minister of Local Government for his extensive experience as a member local government. 

 LGNZ and Taituarā appointed local government members to the Steering Committee (and 
technical reference groups), taking into account the need for a variety of expertise and 
experience, including rural/provincial/metro and geographical representation.  

 

WICS data and modelling 
 
Q. Do you accept that the information that has been given has been is incorrect in many cases? 

 The modelling output is based on RFI data that was supplied by councils at the start of this 
year. Some of this information may be out of date now. 

 The key thing is not the exact numbers, but the trend around costs with and without reform. 

 As discussed in the webinar we held with Beca and FarrierSwier, who independently 
assessed the WICS analysis, this direction/trend and the conclusions that can be drawn from 
the modelling stand up to robust testing.  

 
Q. Why have the incorrect assumptions used on the dashboards not been updated? 

 DIA has used the RFI data supplied by councils at the start of this year. This information was 
provided by council staff under best endeavours but does reflect the point in time at which it 
was collected.  

 Any analysis for the purpose of final financial support to councils will be subject to due 
diligence.  

 
Q. When everything is aggregated, no data is true or representative of unique places? [We think this 
question refers to the ability for aggregated entities to reflect the local community interests and 
identity but if that’s not what you meant, get in touch.] 

 A key focus of the reform programme is ensuring that the new water services system is 
responsive to community and consumer interests. The policy proposal includes a number of 
mechanisms to provide for this, including: 

o requirements for each water service entity to operate responsively in giving effect to 
councils’ spatial plans. For example, providing for growth; 

o the governance arrangements, including the regional representative model. This 
allows for the specification of local and regionalised priorities and objectives to 
guide entities’ behaviours and decisions. It also includes the specific obligations 
water services entities will have to report against as well as strategic and 
performance expectations set by the regional representative group; 

o requirements on the water service entity to engage in a meaningful and effective 
manner with their consumers and communities. This includes engagement on the 
preparation of the investment prioritisation methodology, the asset management 
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plan, and the funding and pricing plan. The entity will be required to take any 
feedback received into account, publish the final documents along with a report 
outlining how the feedback was incorporated into their decision making; and 

o each water service entity will be required to establish their own consumer forum to 
assist with communication and engagement on the technical aspects of the key 
business documents, and to ensure the range of consumer interests are being 
considered by the entity when finalising important decisions; and economic 
regulation, which will ensure water services entities deliver against customer service 
quality and price expectations in an effective and efficient manner, with significantly 
improved monitoring and performance incentives compared with the status quo.  

 
Q. Can we get some modelling for regional water entities based on regional council boundaries? 

 WICS have modelled 30 unique scenarios, ranging from a 2-entity model to a 13-entity 
scenario (similar to the regional council boundaries). This has been released in their series of 
reports.  

 For a summary of this modelling, see page 52 onwards of WICS final report – economic 
analysis of water services aggregation – 2 June 2021 and more detail on each of these model 
in WICS supporting material Part 3 – costs and benefits of reform – 2 June 2021. 

 Scenario 12 is the closest to the regional council boundaries, with the exceptions being that 
it combines Nelson, Tasman and Marlborough in one entity, combines Gisborne with the 
Hawkes’ Bay, and includes Taupō as part of the Waikato. 

 

Other risks 
 
Q. Any thoughts/plans around water becoming a scarce resource in the next few decades? 

 Part of this reform is about getting the sector better placed to manage future risks and use 
the resources we have in a more efficient way. 

 

Admin 
 
Q. Why are questions only being shown “if selected”? It is important we all see what people are 
asking? 
Q. Talk about local democracy, where can you find other peoples’ questions and chat this time? I 
can’t see what other people are saying, not a lecture please. 
Q. Why can’t we all see the questions? I have nothing showing on my Q&A function? 

 Thanks for this feedback – next time we’ll set up the webinar differently, so that rather 
questions being shown as they are being answered, they will be shown as soon as they’re 
asked. 

 We did leave the chat function enabled even though we were taking questions through the 
Q&A function (as it’s easier to keep track of them through this tool). 

 
Q. Is my question not going to be put to the panel, it was third on the Q&A platform and I note the 
first two have been answered and then mine by-passed? 

 We were aiming to answer a representative sample of the questions – it was impossible to 
cover the 100 questions asked in the time we had. Thanks for those who were able to stay 
for the extra time we added on. In terms of your specific question – we did answer it during 
that extra time.  

https://www.dia.govt.nz/Three-Waters-Reform-Programme#national-evidence-base
https://www.dia.govt.nz/Three-Waters-Reform-Programme#national-evidence-base
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dia.govt.nz%2Fdiawebsite.nsf%2FFiles%2FThree-waters-reform-programme%2F%24file%2Fwics-final-report-economic-analysis-of-water-services-aggregation.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CJosephine.Clarke%40dia.govt.nz%7C9b149913448b4ec14b7a08d95bbe6c31%7Cf659ca5cfc474e96b24d14c95df13acb%7C0%7C0%7C637641695707957377%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=ldUHuV%2F1oStiEUWVjynIMSwlMUYsDAOJPw7TpYMpcuI%3D&reserved=0
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dia.govt.nz%2Fdiawebsite.nsf%2FFiles%2FThree-waters-reform-programme%2F%24file%2Fwics-final-report-economic-analysis-of-water-services-aggregation.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CJosephine.Clarke%40dia.govt.nz%7C9b149913448b4ec14b7a08d95bbe6c31%7Cf659ca5cfc474e96b24d14c95df13acb%7C0%7C0%7C637641695707957377%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=ldUHuV%2F1oStiEUWVjynIMSwlMUYsDAOJPw7TpYMpcuI%3D&reserved=0
https://aus01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.dia.govt.nz%2Fdiawebsite.nsf%2FFiles%2FThree-waters-reform-programme%2F%24file%2Fwics-supporting-material-3-costs-and-benefits-of-reform.pdf&data=04%7C01%7CJosephine.Clarke%40dia.govt.nz%7C9b149913448b4ec14b7a08d95bbe6c31%7Cf659ca5cfc474e96b24d14c95df13acb%7C0%7C0%7C637641695707967336%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=yavVExUIbgtyHzon8a2I0UoBDltrZ0Tx6%2FYvWZY20Oo%3D&reserved=0
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Q. Who are you and how do we contact you? 

 We are LGNZ and you can contact us about the three waters reforms via 
feedback@lgnz.co.nz. 

 
Q. Can admins please make the list of everyone on this call visible? How many of our councils are 
represented on here? 

 We had more than 250 people (or groups) online – 67 councils were represented (out of a 
total of 78 including regional councils). 
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